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Welcome to our second newsletter of 2020.

The Coronavirus (Covid-19) outbreak has been very challenging: we were deemed a 'key

supplier' to the defense industry and so while most of our sta� were moved to work from

home, our manufacturing and test team continued to come into our Colchester factory

every day to minimize delivery disruptions.  We have taken the opportunity to deep clean

and repaint the main o�ces, rearrange the furniture to enable social distancing and

have now brought back some sta�.  We were already using Microsoft Teams extensively

before the lock-down, it enabled us to keep the business running remotely but it has

highlighted how much easier it is to just talk in person.  

Like everyone we are hoping the situation will continue to improve.  Please keep safe and

well.

New Company Video

Click the link below to have a look at the new video, and learn a bit more about who we

are and where we're headed. 
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Watch Here

BAE Systems Gold Tier Supplier Award

In April we received a Gold Tier Award for exceptional performance in 2019 for BAE

Systems’ Electronic Systems sector.  We were selected from a pool of more than 2,200

suppliers that worked with BAE Systems in 2019 and the award is proudly displayed in

our Colchester o�ce.  

Read the Full Press Release

Publications
As we mentioned at the end of our previous newsletter, we are spending a lot of

time and e�ort on creating and publishing new content on our website. These

publications range from white papers and application notes, to abstracts and

introductions to topics. 

We are currently working on some material about Arti�cial Intelligence so look out

for this over the next few months.
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23 April

White Paper: One API & Open
CPI: A comparison

oneAPI and OpenCPI are frameworks

for developing and deploying data

processing applications for use in

heterogeneous systems, made up of

CPU’s, GPU’s, FPGA among others. 

This white paper aims to give a

comprehensive overview of both oneAPI

and OpenCPI and provide comparative

analysis.

3 June

An Introduction to Software
De�ned Radio (SDR)

Software De�ned Radio (SDR) is a radio

communications system that

implements features / functions by

means of software on an embedded

system, as opposed to traditional

hardware-based implementation. 

This publication aims to give a brief

overview of software de�ned radio and

its current usage, and explain the

advantages of its use in heterogeneous

environments.

September 22 2020

The Open Group FACE™ and
SOSA™ Consortia Expo & TIM

Concurrent Technologies are exhibiting

at The Open Group, FACE™ and SOSA™

Consortia Expo & TIM in Maryland, USA,

Upcoming Events
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on the 22 September 2020.  We will be

demonstrating our latest products that

are aligned to be conformant with the

upcoming SOSA Technical

Requirements.

For more information about this

exhibition and registration to attend,

click here

Concurrent Technologies Plc
4 Gilberd Court, Newcomen Way, Colchester

United Kingdom
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